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netTerrain for Consultants
When your clients need to know what’s on their networks, it’s easy to give them
the right answers with netTerrain Consultant Edition. Quickly discover your clients’
networks and diagrams.

Create as many network
projects as you need, for
as many customers as you
have - without the hassle.

netTerrain Consultant Edition is a specialized desktop version of our netTerrain
Enterprise software (not server based), making it 100% portable.

About netTerrain
Consultant Edition
Robust discovery engine for devices, ports and links.
Connectors to any third party data source for further automation.
Physical and logical views of your networks, systems and apps.
Inventory and Asset management for any IT and non IT elements.
Cable and circuit management – from layer 0 to 7.
Map VMs and application visualization.
Capacity planning and forecasting with full dashboard and reporting engine.

Why netTerrain?
Portability:
Use netTerrain Consultant Edition on your laptop to run discovery of customer networks and assets.
Hierarchical Diagrams:
Drill down into sub diagrams for greater levels of detail. Our diagrams are the heart of the tool: no
Visio or third-party applets required.
The Best Usability:
We are obsessed. We believe a network documentation tool should maximize efficiency, not make
things harder.
Powerful Object Modeling:
While other tools give you a fixed catalog of objects, we provide you with an entire modeling layer to
help create your entities and rules in minutes.
Flexible and Object Oriented:
Add or remove properties, change visual cues, create business rules and apply them to thousands
of objects in seconds.
Export Diagrams and Reports With Ease:
Easily export the diagrams to Visio, PowerPoint, and .PDF and export reports to spreadsheets.
Create your own reports and dashboards; don’t just depend on the reports that are provided to
you.
Modern Platform:
netTerrain uses HTML5-based browser technology for a slick user experience. No plug-ins, no addons, no fat-clients.
Powerful, Worry-free Integration Toolkit:
We create connectors to any commercial tool for increased automation at no cost.
Feature-Rich Discovery:
We bring in any assets, ports, layer 2/3 links and much more using protocols such as SNMP or by
tapping into your existing operational tools.
Granular Security:
8 different access roles (AD and FIPS compliant) configurable on a per diagram basis with the ability
to add many customers on a single license by creating separate hierarchy trees for each customer,
which puts you in control.

